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The Effect of Tween 80 on Intradermal
Tuberculin Reactions*

JOHANNES GULD 1 & ERIK ROELSGAARD 2

Since 1958, the tuberculin dilutions used in WHO-assisted tuberculosis programmes
have been stabilized with the detergent Tween 80, in order to prevent adsorption of tuber-
culin to the inner surface of the container. However, the reactions to tuberculin with
Tween 80 tend to be somewhat softer than those to ordinary tuberculin, for a given size;
and, moreover, the curves for the frequency distribution, by size, of the reactions to tuber-
culin with Tween 80 tend to have a somewhat different shape from those of the reactions to
ordinary tuberculin, intermediate-sized reactions (5-10 mm) being less frequent in a given
population when Tween tuberculin is used.

Further comparisons of tuberculin with and without Tween 80, especially in high doses,
are reported in this paper, and it is concluded that Tween 80 has, in addition to its stabilizing
effect in vitro, an effect in vivo that mnay be described as depressive, reducinig the size of
small reactions in particular. This in vivo effect appears to have no causal connexion with
the specificity of the tuberculin or with the origin of the allergy in the population tested.

In 1958, the tuberculin used in WHO-assisted
tuberculosis programmes was changed in two
respects. One change was the introduction of a new
batch of purified protein derivative, RT 23, which
did not differ from the previously used batches
(RT 19-20-21, RT 22) except in a purely quantitative
way. Another change, of much greater consequence,
was the introduction of the detergent Tween 80 as a
stabilizing agent for tuberculin dilutions (Magnusson
et al., 1958), for the purpose of eliminating the severe
variations in potency which had been demonstrated
in dilutions not stabilized or stabilized only with
phosphate buffer (Magnus et al., 1958; Waaler et al.,
1958). These changes were made after extensive
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with the authors.
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comparisons of different tuberculin dilutions (Guld
et al., 1958), and a dose of 0.00002 mg of RT 23
in buffer diluent containing 0.005% Tween 80 was
recommended for future use as having the same
potency, in terms of size of reaction in naturally
infected human beings, as the dose of 0.0001 mg
(" 5 TU ") of RT 19-20-21 which had been used
during the preceding ten years for all research and
survey work carried out by WHO in this field. The
italicized qualification is important because it has
been found not only that the potency ratios of
different purified tuberculin products depend on the
population in which the comparisons are made, but
also that tuberculin stabilized with Tween 80 elicits
skin reactions that are peculiarly different from those
elicited with non-stabilized tuberculin: they are, for
a given size, softer and less liable to form bullae.
In fact, this assay might have been made in
terms not of reaction diameter, but of reaction
intensity, in which case the recommended substitute
for " 5 TU" of RT 19-20-21 would have been, not
0.00002 mg, but very likely 0.00004 mg, ofRT 23 with
Tween 80.
The standardization of RT 23 had taken the form

of a number of parallel-line assays, that is, a com-
parison including several doses of each preparation.
It was felt, however, after the decision had been
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taken to recommend a certain dose of the new pre-
paration, that a direct comparison of the old
" standard test " and the new one, in a fairly large
human population, would be highly desirable.
Furthermore, the standardization had not included
any comparison of strong doses of tuberculin, so
that it was not known what dose of the new pre-
paration would correspond to the " 100 TU" test
formerly used as a second test under special cir-
cumstances; in fact, the potency ratio of high doses
appeared unpredictable, and its empirical estimation
of considerable theoretical as well as practical
interest.

It was decided, then, to have such comparisons
made in the course of surveys carried out at that time
in Kenya and Liberia by the two WHO Tuberculosis
Survey Teams for Africa. A research protocol was
drawn up in which the two teams were instructed to
test each person belonging to the survey population
with both the old test--0.0001 mg (" 5 TU ") of
RT 19-20-21 in buffer diluent-and the new test-
0.00002 mg of RT 23 in buffer diluent with 0.005%
Tween 80. Unless the individual reacted to both these
tests with an induration of 10mm or more, two further
tests, twenty times stronger-namely, 0.002 mg
(" 100 TU") ofRT 19-20-21 and 0.0004 mg of RT 23
with Tween 80-were to be given.

STUDY POPULATIONS

The study population in Kenya consisted of the
population, irrespective of age and sex, of one-and-a-
half clusters of villages arbitrarily chosen among
five such clusters that had been selected at random,
in the Central Province of Kenya, as part of the
country-wide tuberculosis prevalence survey.' Out
of the 756 persons registered, 753 were given the two
tests with low doses of tuberculin and had their
reactions read three or four days later. Among
these, 501 had a reaction to one or both tests of less
than 10 mm, and 489 were given the two high-dose
tests and had them read after another three or four
days.
The study population in Liberia was a repre-

sentative sample of the entire population of the
capital, Monrovia. Five clusters of houses, with
about 200 persons in each cluster, were selected at
random from among the houses in Monrovia, and all
persons living in the selected houses were examined

I A full account of the WHO Tuberculosis Survey in
Kenya has already been given by Roelsgaard & Nyboe
(1961).

irrespective of age or sex. The total number of per-
sons registered was 1062; out of these, 1024 were
tested with the two low doses of tuberculin and had
their reactions read three or four days later. The
two high-dose tests were given to 169 persons in two
of the clusters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

As mentioned, the two low doses were 0.0001 mg
(" 5 TU ") ofRT 19-20-21 in 0.1 ml of buffer diluent,
and 0.00002 mg (" 1 TU ") of RT 23 in 0.1 ml of
buffer diluent containing 0.005% Tween 80. The
two doses for the secondary tests were twenty times
stronger: 0.002 mg (" 100 TU ") of RT 19-20-21 in
0.1 ml of buffer diluent, and 0.0004 mg (" 20 TU ")
of RT 23 in 0.1 ml of buffer diluent containing
0.005% Tween 80. The dilutions were prepared at
the Statens Seruminstitut, Copenhagen.

Full details of the tuberculins and diluents used
are given in three papers published in 1958 (Magnus-
son et al.; Magnusson & Bentzon; Guld et al.).
For tuberculin RT 19-20-21, four bottles were

always used in rotation in order to even out the effect
of variation in potency between bottles, and only
two-thirds of the contents of each bottle were used
(Waaler et al., 1958). No such precaution was
taken for RT 23 with Tween 80 (Magnus et al., 1958).
The low-dose tests wvere given in the dorsal aspect

of the left and right forearms and the high-dose tests
were given in the ventral aspects. In each person,
the two tests were allocated randomly to the two
arms, in order to exclude the possibility of psycho-
logical, and other, bias in the reading of tests.
The injections were given intradermally as super-

ficially as possible, using for each injection 0.1 ml
of dilution measured according to the calibration
on the barrel of a syringe with minimal leakage.
Separate syringes and needles were used for each
tuberculin dilution, and they were sterilized in
separate containers. Syringes and needles that were
used for RT 19-20-21 had not been used previously
for RT 23, and vice versa.
The tests were read three or four days after they

were given. The reaction on the left arm was always
read first. Without knowing the tuberculin prepara-
tion used for a particular test, the nurse measured
the transverse diameter of induration (in millimetres)
and dictated this to a secretary, who recorded the
result on a card that had previously been made out
for each examinee.
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FINDINGS

The reactions to the low-dose tests in Kenya
are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3 for persons
under 10 years, persons from 10 to 29 years, and
persons 30 years and over, respectively. Results
from Liberia, siniilarly classified, are given in Tables
4, 5, and 6. In each case, the individuals are dis-
tributed according to a horizontal scale of size of
reaction to the low dose of RT 23 with Tween 80,

and a vertical scale of size of reaction to the low dose
of RT 19-20-21 without Tween 80.

In Tables 1 and 2, the agreement between the two
tests is quite striking, both in terms of reaction size
and in the sense that each of the four marginal
distributions presents two distinct groups: one of
large reactions and another of small ones. There
is perhaps a slight tendency, shown in Table 2
(but not in Table 1), for the tuberculin with Tween
to be stronger than the tuberculin without Tween

TABLE I

CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN CHILDREN UNDER 10 YEARS IN KENYA

Reaction to low dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mn)
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TABLE 2
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS AGED 10-29 YEARS IN KENYA

Reaction to low dose of RT 21 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 21 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Total
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in persons with large reactions, while there is an

opposite tendency in persons with small reactions.
But the tendencies are so slight that while they seem

to be statistically significant they are certainly
insignificant from a practical point of view. The
results may be taken to confirm that the two pre-
parations do elicit reactions of the same size in

persons infected with tubercle bacilli.
While Tables 1 and 2 show persons with a reaction

below 10 mm in one arm and above 10 mm in the

other arm to be very scarce, a moderate number of
such persons is shown in Table 3 (30 years or more),
all with a reaction of 10 mm or more to the tuber-
culin without Tween and a reaction of less than
10 mm to the tuberculin with Tween (in a further
breakdown by age, all these persons were found to
be above 40 years of age). There is, however, no
one with the opposite tendency, i.e., with a reaction
of 10 mm or more to tuberculin with Tween and an

insignificant reaction to tuberculin without Tween.
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TABLE 3
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS AGED 30 YEARS OR OVER IN KENYA

Reaction to low dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
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The same asymmetrical tendency, but much more

pronounced, is seen in the data from Liberia (Tables
4, 5, and 6)-in this case not only in older people
but in all age-groups.

This is perhaps not too surprising. The same

feature has been reported before by Guld et al. (1958)
and, more recently, by Wijsmuller (1961), and there
can be no doubt that the feature is connected some-

how with the phenomenon of low-grade tuberculin
sensitivity (Palmer, Ferebee & Petersen, 1950), which

can be demonstrated by both low and high doses
of tuberculin and which is highly prevalent in all
tropical lowlands (Nyboe, 1960). As appears from
the data presented here, low-grade sensitivity is
abundant in the tropical coastal area of Liberia
and almost absent in the tropical highlands of
Kenya.
A vast amount of epidemiological data indicates

that low-grade tuberculin sensitivity is due not to
tuberculous infection, but rather to infection with
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TABLE 4
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN CHILDREN UNDER 10 YEARS IN LIBERIA

Reaction to low dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

1 1/
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

7 55 19 15 5 3 - 1 2 4 - 2 - -

some antigenically related, less virulent, organism.
Much work is currently being done to find this
organism, and, although studies have been carried
out in the USA (Edwards & Edwards, 1960) pointing
towards the Battey organism as a likely causative
agent in the southern regions of the USA, there
may be more than one agent involved in various
parts of the globe.
One of the means of studying low-grade sen-

sitivity has been the simultaneous use of " quali-

tatively different " tuberculin preparations. This was
done successfully for the first time in a study in
Darjeeling, India (WHO Tuberculosis Research
Office, 1955), where doses of 0.00002 mg, 0.0002 mg,
and 0.002 mg of RT 19-20-21 (prepared from the
human tubercle bacillus) in buffer diluent (" 1 TU,
10 TU, 100 TU ") were compared with doses of the
same magnitudes, also in buffer diluent, of purified
tuberculin prepared from the avian tubercle bacillus.
A strongly asymmetrical pattern was demonstrated

350
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TABLE 5
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS AGED 10-29 YEARS IN LIBERIA

Reaction to low dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
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in this study in that " 1 TU" of human tuberculin
was much stronger than " 1 TU" of avian tuber-
culin, as evidenced by reactions in persons with
strong sensitivity, but " 100 TU" of hu-man tuber-
culin was considerably weaker than " 100 TU " of
avian tuberculin as evidenced by the reactions in
persons with weak sensitivity. The authors of this
report concluded very convincingly that low-grade
sensitivity must be " non-specific ", caused by an
organism that, while unknown, would seem to have

antigenic properties more closely related to avian
than to human tuberculin.
Another comparison of a similar nature, between

0.00002 mg of RT 23 and 0.00005 mg of a highly
purified, unheated fraction of human tuberculin,
both products in buffer diluent with Tween 80, has
been carried out by Guld et al. (1965).1 In this case,
the highly purified fraction is stronger than

1 See article on page 385 of this issue.
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TABLE 6
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO LOW-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS AGED 30 YEARS OR OVER IN LIBERIA

Reaction to low dose of RT 2_3 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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RT 23 in persons with strong sensitivity but weaker
than RT 23 in persons with weak sensitivity (demons-
trated with low-dose tests only), which is taken as an

indication that the highly purified fraction is more

" specific" than RT 23 for allergy induced by the
human tubercle bacillus, and therefore discriminates
better between virulent infection and infection with
another organism.
, It is an obvious possibility that the asymmetrical
correlation of reactions to tuberculin with and to

tuberculin without Tween 80 could have a similar
cause, the tuberculin with Tween 80 being the more

" specific " in this case. The idea was tentatively
suggested by Guld et al. in 1958; and Wijsmuller
(1961), in his comments on data entirely similar
to those presented here, asserted that this was

indeed the correct explanation. There is, however,
in the present study a further possibility of checking
this hypothesis, since persons with low-grade sen-

sitivity were tested not only with a low dose but also
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FIG. I
ILLUSTRATION OF THE GROUPING OF PERSONS ACCORDING TO LOW-DOSE TEST

RESULTS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYSING THE REACTIONS TO THE HIGH-DOSE TESTS

with a high dose (twenty times stronger) of each
preparation. If the hypothesis is correct (that
persons with non-specific sensitivity react more
strongly to the preparation without Tween because
this preparation is less specific), one would expect
the phenomenon to be as pronounced for the two
high doses of tuberculin as for the two low doses,
just as, in the study in Darjeeling referred to above,
the "non-specificity" of low-grade sensitivity was
confirmed by double testing with " 100 TU ". The
reactions to the high doses in the present study were
therefore analysed with a particular view to elucida-
ting this problem.

Neither the experimental design nor the analysis
of repeated double testing is an easy matter. Only
persons with little or no sensitivity to tuberculin
can be exposed to the two stronger doses if very

severe reactions are to be avoided. But the selection
for the high-dose tests must be made according to
the low-dose reactions, and, if one rather than the
other low-dose reaction is used for the purpose, a
statistical bias is immediately introduced, since
persons with low sensitivity to that particular pre-
paration will be favoured for selection for the
stronger tests. In the present study, retesting was
done in those with at least one reaction under 10 mm;
but the final analysis was made according to each
person's average reaction size to both low-dose tests.
Estimates of differences in sensitivity to two prepara-
tions will be much less biased for groups selected
according to this principle, as has been discussed
in some detail in an earlier paper (Guld, 1953).
For each of the two countries, all persons tested

with the two high doses have been classified, irre-
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spective ofage, according to their average reaction size
to the two low doses, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which
refers to the co-ordinate system used in Tables 1-6.
Persons in area A are those with two zero reactions;
persons in areaB are those with an average reaction of
0.54.5 mm; and persons in area C are those with an

average reaction of5-9.5mm to the two low-dose tests.
A comparison of Fig. 1 with Tables 1-6 (in which

areas A, B and C are also indicated) will show that

persons in area C tend to have much smaller reactions
to tuberculin with Tween 80 than to tuberculin
without. The same tendency, but much less pro-

nounced, is found in area B. (In area A there is by
definition no difference.)
The correlation of the reactions to the 20-fold

doses of tuberculin, in persons with zero reactions
to the low doses, is given for Kenya and Liberia,
respectively, in Tables 7 and 8; it will be noted that,

TABLE 7
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN KENYA WITH ZERO REACTIONS

TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
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TABLE 8
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN LIBERIA WITH ZERO REACTIONS

TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in nmn)
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while some persons still do not react, those who
do react to the stronger doses tend to react more

strongly to tuberculin without Tween 80. The
correlation of high-dose reactions for persons with
very small reactions (average 0.54.5 mm) to the
low-dose tests is given in Table 9 (Kenya) and
Table 10 (Liberia), from which it can be seen that
these persons tend also to react more strongly
to tuberculin without than to tuberculin with

Tween 80, just as they did in the low-dose tests.
For persons with intermediate-sized low-dose

reactions (average 5-9.5 mm), the high-dose results
are given in Table 11 (Kenya) and Table 12 (Liberia),
which show that these reactions do not differ (except
for a small number of weak reactions), so that the
preparations with and without Tween 80 seem to be
of equal potency; this is in striking contrast to
the findings for the low-dose tests in the same per-
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TABLE 9
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN KENYA WITH AVERAGE REACTIONS

OF 0.5-4.5 mm TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1617 1819 2021 22 23 2425 2627 28 2930 -Total

0 46 833 60
1 7 16 9 1 33
2 '2 3"9 5 2 2 23
3311 1. 3

.~4 3 2 11 7

s~5 1 3 *1 2 7

6 1 12 1 2 2 9

0 7 1 2 1. 1

~8 1 1 2 -.4

9 1 1 2 '12 7

~10 1 1 1 43 *2 12

~11 1 1 3 2 12 1 2 13

~12 1 1 1 11 1 2 1 9

:31_3 1 il
0

4JI14 11 4
a 15 1 1 11 2 6
cu16~~~~~~~~~112

1716

E- 18 3-3
19

0
O20

U)
0
'021

bO22

023
24

0

25
o26

27

Totall 59 30 31 14 4 9 10 10 9 -3 9 3 6 2 -3 3 6 2-2----- 21-3

sons.' The feature of relatively smaller reactions
to tuberculin withjTween 80 than without is thus
not a characteristic of particular persons and is
therefore unrelated to any " non-specific " character

of the low-grade allergy: it is just a characteristic
of small reactions.

In order to obtain a clear quantitative description
of this pattern, an analysis has been made, separately

1 The objection might be made to the comparisons of
low-dose and high-dose tests that, if the instability of tuber-
culin dilutions without Tween 80 is due to adsorption, then
the percentage loss of potency is not necessarily the same for
the high dose and the low dose, and the true potency ratio
may well be different from 20. However, in this case one
would rather expect the highest percentage loss in the low-

dose dilution, so that the potency ratio would be higher than
20 for tuberculin without Tween 80 (while presumably there
would be no loss of potency in tuberculin dilutions with
Tween 80). This is in direct contradiction to the present
experimental data, which imply a lower potency ratio for
high-dose and low-dose dilutions of tuberculins without
Tween 80 than for the corresponding dilutions with Tween 80.
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TABLE 10
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN LIBERIA WITH AVERAGE REACTIONS

OF 0.5-4.5 mm TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm.)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

* 1
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1 1

2 1 1 1

1 1 1
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1 1
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. 1 1

2 1
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1 1
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1 1

1 1
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2 1
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. 1.

1 *1 1

1 1

1
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4 t
9 - 7 4 2 3 1 2 5 4 5 5 3 1 5 5 1 2 5 2 1 1

for the low-dose tests and the high-dose tests, of the
regression of the difference between the two reactions
on the average of the two reactions in each person
(see Guld, 1953). The result is illustrated in Fig. 2
by means of two regression curves, which are seen

to be remarkably similar in that a maximum differ-
ence is reached for an average reaction size of
5-10 mm, while there is practically no difference for
persons with an average reaction size above 15 mm.

DISCUSSION

The report on the standardization of RT 23
(Guld et al., 1958) includes the following passage:

" Much information is still needed about the properties
of RT 23, especially when used in dilutions stabilized
with Tween 80. Thus, the assay results obtained in the
tropics in persons with low-grade allergy are very striking
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TABLE 11
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN KENYA WITH AVERAGE REACTIONS

OF 5-9.5 mm TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1

1 1 1 .

I ..
. 1

I
,

1 1*.
1 1 *.

1 2 2.
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1

1 *3 I

1'.
I *1 1
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1
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and definitely call for further studies; in such persons the
addition of Tween 80 to the diluent has no effect what-
soever. The most tempting explanation is perhaps that of
' non-specificity '. There is reason to believe that low-
grade allergy is caused, not by infection with tubercle
bacilli of human type, but by some other antigenically
related organism. There is also reason to believe that
PPD is composed of at least two fractions of different
adsorbability, one that has a low adsorbability and is
found even in ordinary dilutions of PPD and one that

is highly adsorbable and is therefore found mainly or

exclusively in stabilized dilutions of PPD. A possible
explanation of the present findings is that these fractions
differ also with regard to specificity; thus it might be
assumed that the highly adsorbable fraction is the more

specific one, in the sense that it does not elicit reactions
in persons whose allergy is of non-specific origin.

" However, the possibility of an entirely different
interpretation must be considered. It has been demon-
strated that the reactions elicited with tuberculin in
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TABLE 12
CORRELATION OF REACTIONS TO HIGH-DOSE TESTS IN PERSONS IN LIBERIA WITH AVERAGE REACTIONS

OF 5-9.5 mm TO LOW-DOSE TESTS

Reaction to high dose of RT 23 with Tween 80 (diameter of induration in mm)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2;3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 *1

1 *2 3

1 1 2 *1 1

1 2 1 1 1

*2 1
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1
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Tween 80 diluent are larger but not appreciably firmer
or more elevated than those obtained with tuberculin in
ordinary diluent. Presumably a difference in size is easily
recognized in the case of fairly large and firm reactions,
even if it is not accompanied by a difference in firmness.
However, the same may not be true for very weak
reactions: differences in size between small, soft reactions
may not be recognizable if they are not associated with
differences in firmness. The interpretation that Tween 80
has no perceptible effect on weak reactions in general,
rather than on non-specific reactions only, is perhaps

confirmed by the findings in BCG-vaccinated persons:
in vaccinated recruits with very weak allergy-as in
persons in the tropics with low-grade allergy-there is no
appreciable difference between the reactions to RT 23
with Tween and without Tween. The observation, made
in several population groups, that reactions to Tween-
tuberculin when distributed by size show a relatively
larger dispersion than the reactions to ordinary tuberculin
points in the same direction. It is not easy to explain the
enhancing effect of Tween 80, though. It might be an
effect in vivo ofTween on the development of the reaction,
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FIG. 2
MEAN DIFFERENCE IN DIAMETER OF REACTIONS (REACTIONS TO "5 TU " OF RT 19-20-21 WITHOUT TWEEN

80 MINUS REACTIONS TO "1 TU" OF RT 23 WITH TWEEN 80) AS A FUNCTION OF LEVEL OF ALLERGY

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
MEAN SIZE OF BOTH REACTIONS (mm) WHO 50968

but this hypothesis is not consistent with the finding that
Tween 80 had no in vivo effect on the size of the reaction
in guinea-pigs in experiments designed to investigate this
very point."

It appears from the present data that the first
hypothesis, that of " non-specificity ", is false, and
that the second hypothesis, that of an in vivo effect
of Tween 80, is probably true. This conclusion is
confirmed by the findings of another study with
the same tuberculin preparations but carried out
in BCG-vaccinated persons (Farah & Christensen,
1964): persons with strong allergy after BCG
vaccination show equally large reactions to the
two low-dose tests, while in persons with weaker
allergy after BCG the reactions are different, the
dilution with Tween 80 giving the weaker reactions.
This feature is found both in persons vaccinated with
a weak vaccine and in persons who happen to have
a fairly low allergy in spite of a strong vaccine.
In this case, persons with strong sensitivity and
persons with weak sensitivity are known to be
infected with the same mycobacterium, BCG, and a

hypothesis involving differences in specificity of
allergy is scarcely tenable. However, if such a

hypothesis is excluded for BCG-vaccinated persons,

then to retain it as an explanation of exactly the
same pattern in non-vaccinated persons would mean

maintaining two hypotheses where one would serve

equally well.
The arguments against the first hypothesis (that

of the higher specificity of tuberculin in diluent with
Tween) are also supported to some extent by a

comparison (reported by Comstock et al., 1964)
of RT 23 with Tween 80 and PPD-S in ordinary
buffer diluent, from which it appears that PPD-S is
more specific than RT 23, in spite of the use of
Tween 80 in the latter.

Strong support may also be found in data pub-
lished by Wijsmuller, Magnusson & Larsen (1962).
They compared equal doses ofRT 23 with and without
Tween 80, rather than doses adjusted to give reactions
of equal size under particular circumstances. For
testing in human beings, the low dose was 0.02 jig
(" 1 TU "), and the high doses were in the range
0.2 ,ig to 0.8 ,ug (" 10 to 40 TU "). The findings, in
terms of reactions to tuberculin with Tween minus
reactions to tuberculin without Tween, may be
summarized as follows:

Low dose High dose

Small reactions . -1.1 mm - 2.3 mm
Large reactions . . + 1.6 mm + 0.6 mm

It is very striking that for individuals with small
reactions (from 2 mm to 10 or 15 mm, average of
both arms) the reactions to tuberculin with Tween
are actually the smaller: this feature cannot possibly
be explained by a prevention of selective adsorption,
but is explained easily enough as a depressive in vivo
effect. Even more recently, Wijsmuller has published
an extensive collection of data on duplicate testing
with various tuberculin preparations diluted with
and without Tween, including PPD-S, PPD-Battey,
and high doses of RT (see Wijsmuller, 1963, chap-
ters VI and X). These data correspond entirely to

8
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the results reported here. Finally, a comparison of
equal doses of tuberculin in diluents with and
without Tween has also been made by Toman et al.,1
and their results agree entirely with those obtained
by Wijsmuller.

It might thus be appropriate to reformulate the
second hypothesis (i.e., that of an in vivo effect as
referred to above), as follows: Tween 80 has an
in vivo effect on tuberculin reactions that is depressive
and is particularly pronounced for reactions that
even without Tween would have been fairly small,
but much less pronounced for larger reactions.
The possible causality of the second hypothesis

has been explained by Wijsmuller (1963, p. 125) in
the following words:

" In addition to preventing adsorption Tween 80 might
also cause the tuberculin dilution to disperse more
rapidly into the skin after it has been injected. This
dispersion would dilute the tuberculin dilution with tissue
fluids, thereby reducing the actual concentration to which
the tissues are exposed.

" If lower reactivity to tuberculin is present, this rapid
dispersion may decrease the actual concentration to
which the tissue cells are exposed below the threshold of
tissue reactivity. No reaction will therefore occur.

" In case of higher reactivity the concentration used in
the test is presumably well above the threshold of tissue
reactivity. Dispersion will again cause the injected
tuberculin to be diluted but, as the concentration is
comparatively high, the actual concentration to which
the tissues are exposed remains well above the threshold.
Consequently the reaction will be larger although the
firmness of the reaction will be less than if an equivalent
concentration not containing Tween had been used."

This explanation does indeed seem fairly plausible.
Tween 80 was introduced as an additive to tuber-

culin diluent with the sole purpose of stabilizing the
dilution against the variable but mostly quite heavy
loss due to adsorption of PPD to the inner surface
of the ampoule (Magnus et al., 1958; Waaler et al.,
1958). There can be no doubt that Tween 80 prevents
this kind of instability (Magnusson et al., 1958), thus
increasing the potency of the tuberculin. The
relative importance of the stabilizing in vitro and the
depressive in vivo effect cannot be deduced from the
present data, although it can be said that for large
reactions the net result is a substantial increase in
reaction size. However, comparisons with a stabi-
lizing agent quite free from in vivo effect might be
expected to clarify the matter. It is known from
experiments in guinea-pigs that addition of 0.1 %
gelatin to tuberculin dilutions protects almost fully

1 See article on page 365 of this issue.

(Magnusson et al., 1958) against the so-called
"volume effect" (Guld, Magnus & Magnusson,
1955), and data obtained recently by Bleiker & Griep2
and Toman et al.' would seem to indicate that
gelatin might be much less active in vivo. It turns
out that reactions to tuberculin in diluent with
gelatin are larger than reactions to the same amount
of tuberculin in diluent with Tween, and that this
difference is most pronounced for the weaker reac-
tions-precisely the result one would expect if
gelatin did not have Tween 80's depressive in vivo
effect but only the stabilizing in vitro effect.
A great deal of further research is obviously

needed, and work is under way, or in the stage of
planning, in several parts of the world. Among the
problems that obviously must be examined are the
effect of gelatin on " volume effect " and on " bottle
variation ". Also the effect of gelatin relative to
that of Tween on different kinds of tuberculin (Old
Tuberculin, PPD-S, etc.) might give further clarifica-
tion; one would expect the stabilizing effect of both
to correspond to the instability (which is known to
vary from one product to another), while the depress-
ive effect of Tween might either be the same for all
products or vary in a way not likely to be correlated
with the instability of the particular product. The
effect of adding both gelatin and Tween to the same
tuberculin would be interesting to see; and the pos-
sible difference between dilutions without tuberculin,
with and without gelatin, should be carefully exa-
mined. Gelatin is unfortunately not a very well-
defined substance chemically, and the examination of
the effect of many kinds of gelatin will be indispen-
sable. Further work on other possible stabilizers,
such as blood albumen, might be worth while.
The depressive in vivo effect of Tween was not

found, or not recognized, in guinea-pig experiments
(Magnusson et al., 1958), and this indicates the
necessity of carrying out most or all of this research
in human beings.

In countries with a high prevalence of low-grade
sensitivity, it has been found that the tuberculin test
with Tween tends to give a much clearer separation
between persons with high-grade and low-grade
sensitivity, i.e., there are far fewer reactions of
dubious, intermediate size. An illustration of this
feature is given in Fig. 3, which shows the distribu-
tion, by size, of reactions to the two low doses of
tuberculin for all persons included in Table 5, i.e.,
for persons aged 10-29 years in Liberia. It will be

' See article on page 375 of this issue.
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FIG. 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS BY SIZE OF REACTIONS
TO " 5 TU " OF RT 19-20-21 WITHOUT TWEEN 80, AND TO
"1 TU " OF RT 23 WITH TWEEN 80, IN 491 PERSONS AGED

10-29 YEARS IN LIBERIA
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seen that reactions are less frequent in the range
5-10 mm for tuberculin with Tween 80 than for
tuberculin without. It might be asserted that,
although the addition of Tween to tuberculin does
not increase the specificity of the test, this better
separation of large-size and small-size reactions is an
advantage in itself: the persons who will react
dubiously to tuberculin without Tween and clearly
negatively to tuberculin with Tween are presumably
most often cases of " non-specific " sensitivity, as it
is known that persons with " specific sensitivity "

usually have stronger reactions to both preparations.
Unfortunately this argument is fallacious. If there
is a true overlapping, in terms of strength of tuber-
culin sensitivity, of weak, specific reactors and
relatively strong, non-specific reactors, and if the

only relevant effect of Tween 80 is a relative depres-
sion of reactions in the overlapping region, then the
more pronounced antimode effected by Tween 80
will not correspond to a better discrimination
between infected and non-infected persons, but will
only classify some infected persons even more clearly
as negative reactors (i.e., below the antimode) and
some non-infected persons even more clearly as
positive reactors (i.e., above the antimode). The
discrimination would probably be no worse, and
certainly less deceptive, if tuberculin were used
without Tween 80 (stabilized in vitro by some other
means) and with some arbitrary limit between
' negative " and " positive ", such as a reaction size
of 8 mm or 10 mm.
For epidemiological purposes and for basic bio-

logical studies, the appearance of an artificial anti-
mode is a drawback. It appears, for instance, that
distributions of reactions to tuberculin with Tween 80
in persons vaccinated with weak BCG tend frequently
to be not only more dispersed but distinctly bimodal
in shape. Such an artificial bimodality is unfortunate
in that it gives a false picture of the basic biological
pattern.

Nevertheless, until a better stabilizing agent has
been selected, it will be necessary to continue the
use of Tween 80. The unintended effect of this
agent that has been described in this paper may be
considered only a minor nuisance in comparison
with the importance of having tuberculin dilutions
of entirely constant and stable potency.

I Even reactions to tuberculin without Tween 80 have a
similarly distorted scale of measurement because of non-
linearity of the dose-response function, though it is much
less marked than for tuberculin with Tween 80. As demon-
strated earlier (Guld, 1953) the difference between reactions
to " 5 TU " and " 10 TU " of RT 19-20-21, in BCG-vacci-
nated children, is smaller for large reactions than for reactions
of the order of 10 mm. For reactions above 10-12 mm, the
scale of reaction sizes (diameter of induration) may be con-
sidered a nearly linear function of " allergy ", but distribu-
tions of reactions smaller than that should always be inter-
preted with great caution.

RtSUMt

Depuis 1958, les solutions de tuberculine utilisees au
cours des programmes antituberculeux qui regoivent
l'aide de l'OMS contiennent du Tween 80, agent stabili-
sateur dont le r6le est d'empecher l'adsorption de la
tuberculine sur la surface interne des ampoules. On a pu,
au cours de 1'emploi de ces preparations, faire deux
constatations: d'une part, les r6actions tuberculiniques
qu'elles provoquent ont tendance a etre plus souples,

pour un diametre donne, que les reactions obtenues avec
la tuberculine ordinaire; d'autre part, les courbes de
distribution des reactions, suivant le diametre de l'indu-
ration, ont une allure diff6rente de celles observ6es avec
la tuberculine sans Tween, les reponses de diametres
intermediaires (5-10 mm) etant moins frequentes pour
une population determinee.
Des enquetes menees au Kenya et au Liberia par les
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equipes specialisees de 1'OMS ont permis de comparer
les resultats d'epreuves tuberculiniques pratiquees avec
differents dosages de tuberculine avec ou sans Tween 80.
Dans les populations ofu la sensibilite tuberculinique de
faible niveau est frequente, on obtient, avec 1 UT de
RT 23 avec Tween 80, un nombre beaucoup moins eleve
de reactions de diametres intermediaires qu'avec 5 UT
de RT 19-20-21 sans Tween. Les auteurs rappellent que
ce phenomene a ete attribue 'a une plus grande specificite
de la tuberculine avec Tween. S'il en etait ainsi, les sujets
a allergie tuberculinique moyenne (reactions de 5-8 mm a
5 UT et de 17-20 mm a 100 UT de tuberculine sans
Tween) devraient re'agir moins fortement, non seulement
aux doses faibles, mais aussi aux doses elevees de tuber-
culine avec Tween. On constate au contraire que les re'ac-
tions sont du meme ordre d'importance (15-25 mm) chez
les sujets a sensibilite tuberculinique nette, que l'epreuve
soit effectuee avec 100 UT de tuberculine sans Tween ou
20 UT de tuberculine avec adjuvant. Quant aux per-

sonnes dont la reaction A 100 UT de tuberculine sans
Tween atteint 5-15 mm, elles repondent beaucoup plus
faiblement A la dose correspondante (20 UT) de tuber-
culine avec Tween.
Pour les auteurs, ces observations montrent que la

specificite de la tuberculine additionnee de Tween 80
n'est pas plus elevee que celle de la tuberculine ordinaire.
En revanche, la presence de l'adjuvant dans la solution
determine, in vivo, un affaiblissement des reactions tuber-
culiniques. Cet effet est particulierement apparent en ce
qui concerne les reactions qui, avec ou sans Tween,
auraient e peu intenses; il est moins net pour les reac-
tions de grande dimension. En pratique, cette action
defavorable est plus que compensee par les avantages
resultant du pouvoir stabilisateur du Tween 80. L'aban-
don de cet adjuvant n'est donc pas justifie; il semble cepen-
dant necessaire de rechercher d'autres agents stabilisateurs
qui, possedant in vitro des proprietes identiques a celles
du Tween 80, n'auraient aucune activite genante in vivo.
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